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Epreuve de : Anglais Coef�cient : 2 Durée : 2 heures

Sujet

I. Read the following text and fil lit in with the words in the box. There are more words than the spaces provided. (6 points)

Musical, culture, heritage, language, customs, ceremonies, history, dancing.  

……. Is what makes one group of people think, act and interact with other people in certain ways. …….. makes a group of people special. Our cultural ……… is what

we get from our ancestors and from the past. It is a legacy that we inherit from our forefathers. This is legacy includes the ……… we speak, our ………. , dances,

…………, music and literature. It also includes buildings and works of art. The events that make up our history are also part of our people.       

II. Write the following cardinal and ordinal numbers in le�ers. (3 pts)

1. 1527

2. 682

3. 31

4. 2016

5. 66

6. 3412                        

III. Underline or circle the correct form of the grammar words or phrases in each parenthesis to make the following sentences correct. (5 pts)

1. Michel (hasn’t/didn’t/haven’t) a�ended any game since he (comes/came/had come) here last June.

2. Fa�ma had (wrote/wri�en/wri�ng) the le�er before the rain (fallen/falling/fell).

3. All the teachers had already (gone/went/go) when the inspector (had arrived/arrived/arrives).

4. Pepe (played/plays/has played) football every day, even (in/on/the) Saturdays and Sundays.

5. I (would/will be/am going to) buy that red car if I (was/were/am) you.

6. Pascaline is (short/shorter/shortest) than (her/his/him) husband.

7. Where (do/does/did) Halima and Moussa (went/goes/go) last week?

8. Who is the (more/most/be�er) popular football player in the world?
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9. The last penalty (is/was/had) scored (for/buy/by) Chris�an Ronaldo.

10. Guinea is (probable/probably/probing) going to (held/hold/hosted) CAN 2023.

IV. There are some mistake in the sentences below. Correct them by rewri�ng the corrected versions on the spaces provided (5 pts)

1. Marie couldn’t con�nue her educa�on because she got to married.

2. I didn’t able to send my daughter to Spain.

3. You don’t have come if you don’t want to.

4. You mustn’t to throw rubbish in the street. It’s a bad habit.

5. If he passes her exam, he would go to America.

6. Lama and Omar both has never being a football player.
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